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TIME TASK / ACTIVITY / SESSION CONTENT

KICK AND MOVE

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

Place a number of balls at each location.

Goalkeeper moves to each station and kicks
the ball towards the feeder (open-side) who
is positioned in the goal. Once they have
kicked all the balls to the feeder the
goalkeeper then moves to the next station.

Coaching Points

Accuracy on kicking.

ACCURATE KICKING - LONG DISTANCE

Description

The feeder feeds the ball to the goalkeeper
who kicks the ball to the wide player who
either kicks / hits the ball back to the
goalkeeper.

Coach can also feed the ball to player 2 to
hit / kick the ball to goalkeeper. The idea is
to keep the practice going as long as
possible.

Coach can vary feed (e.g. bounce) for
keeper to control kick to player 2.

Coaching Points

Coach can vary feed (e.g. bounce) for
keeper to control kick to player 2.
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BALL TO LEFT HAND GLOVED SIDE OF GK

Description

Coach should feed the ball to the left hand,
where the goalkeeper should aim to give
and cushion the ball so that it falls vertically
to the ground.

The goalkeeper then uses their feet to save
clear, kicking the ball away to start an
attacking move.

Coaching Points

If the ball is above waist height then the
fingers will point upwards, while if the ball is
below waist height, the fingers will point
downwards.

DIVING TECHNIQUE

Description

The goalkeeper starts 2 / 3 metres off their
line on their knees. The coach then throws
the ball under arm for the goalkeeper to
dive across and make a save with their
hand/stick.

Coaching Points

Make sure that the goalkeeper's hips are the
first part of the body to touch the pitch.

Ensure that the hand / stick are close
together. Make sure that the goalkeeper's
vision is not impaired by placing hands /
stick in front of eyes.

When landing, try to land on your elbow
and stay balanced on it to allow for
secondary saves.

Kick legs out so they are stacked one on top
of the other to make a big barrier.

CLEAR BEFORE THE LINE

Description

Goal keeper stays on the line until the coach
roles a ball towards the edge of the circle
the Goal keeper has to run and touch the
ball before it leaves the circle. After having
done this the GK has to retreat back to the
goal and react to the next ball.

Coaching Points

3 sets of 6 balls
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DEFLECTION / ANGLES DRILL

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

The coach feeds the ball out to the right
winger who receives the ball and takes the
ball into the circle

The winger can either shoot or pass the ball
to the back post.

The goalkeeper must cover the shot and
then react if the attacker decides to pass
the ball instead.

The player on the back post can be a
goalkeeper in order to practice diving to get
to the pass.

Coaching Points

Try to stay upright as long as possible.

Only commit when you are almost
guaranteed to get the ball.

DEVELOP THE KICK

Description
Setup the drill as shown.

The coach numbers all the players on the
edge of the circle. The coach then calls out a
number and that player passes the ball to
the goalkeeper for them to kick the ball into
the goal.

After a set, move the feeders closer to the
goalkeeper - to increase the reflexes of the
goalkeeper.

Coaching Points

Focus on accuracy rather than power.

Allow the ball to come across the body.

Gauge speed and direction early.

DIVING 

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

The feeder rolls the ball for the goalkeeper
to dive and save either side. If the ball falls
to one of the rebounders then they are
allowed to score.

Once the goalkeeper builds up confidence
increase the speed of the inital feed and get
the rebounders to be more active.

Coaching Points

Ensure that the goalkeeper maintains a
decent technique.

Move head to the ball, left hand across and
right hand parallel barrier / extension.
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FIGURE OF 8

Coaching Points

Ensure that weight is forward.

head over feet.

small steps, do not cross over

FINAL GAME

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

The feeder half-hits the ball for the
goalkeeper to save / clear. Once the
goalkeeper has kicked the first ball the
attackers have to try and score, with the
goalkeeper attempting to clear the ball out
of the circle.

Play the best of ten points.

Coaching Points

Ensure the goalkeeper maintains a good
technique throughout the practice.

GOAL KEEPER CIRCUIT 

Description

Place the 4 balls as shown 2 on the 23
meter line 1 right and one left in the circle.

Goal keeper starts on the line.

Goal keeper has to save the first shot from
the top on the line.

Run out and slide at the second ball.
Recover back to the goal to save the 3 shot
(this one has to be shot with reverse if
possible).

Then with the 4th ball they play a 1v1.
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INTERCEPT OR NOT

Description

Player with 6 balls stands outside the circle.

This player has to try and hit the ball to the
player on the far post.

Player on the far post has to try and score.

Keeper has to decide each time if to go for
the interception or save the shot from the
far post.

Coaching Points

The player that crosses should be between
5 and 10 meters from the back line.

KICK AND MOVE

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

Place a number of balls at each location.

Goalkeeper moves to each station and kicks
the ball towards the feeder (open-side) who
is positioned in the goal. Once they have
kicked all the balls to the feeder the
goalkeeper then moves to the next station.

Coaching Points

Accuracy on kicking.

KICK THROUGH GATES

Description
Setup as shown.

Goalkeeper starts behind the line and
advances 1 pace towards the feeder, who
strikes the ball at goal to either corner.

The feeder can work further back and strike
the ball harder as the goalkeepers
confidence grows.

Coaching Points

Ensure that the weight goes through the
ball and that they do a decent save / clear
technique.

Attack the ball.
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KICKING WARM-UP

Description

The ball is fed into the goalkeeper in the
middle of the goal. The goalkeeper has to
kick the ball back to either player A or B.

Coaching Points

Accurate and Smooth kicking technique.
Pay special attention to left (weaker) foot.

LONG SAVE INTO GOAL

Description

Place 5 cones on the top of the circle as
shown about 5 meters between each cone.

Goalkeeper stands between the 1st 2 cones
and the coaches hits the goal at the keeper.
Keeper has to try and save clear the ball
into the goal. Then move up to the next
cones. Coach plays the ball to the keeper
and the exercise keeps repeating it self until
the keeper reaches the end and back.

MOVE - KICK - MOVE

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

This practice can be carried out with the
goalkeeper starting the other side of the
goal as well.

The feeder stands in the goal with the
goalkeeper on the edge of the circle. The
feeder hits a ball for the goalkeeper to come
and meet before moving side / side to the
next cone.

Coaching Points

Important to gauge the speed of the ball
and direction and adjust the body
accordingly.
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MOVEMENT & KICKING DRILL

Description
Setup as shown.

Place 4-6 balls per station.

The goalkeeper starts on the cone nearest
the goal and moves sideways to the cone on
the penalty spot. When the keeper reaches
the cone the feeder rolls a ball under arm
for the goalkeeper to kick the ball
left-footed into the goal.

The coach feeds the balls from each station
before moving onto the next one. The
goalkeeper moves on the command from
each coach.

Coaching Points

Goalkeeper moves on command from the
coach.

Time the feed to allow Goalkeeper to flow
into the kick.

PRESSURE SAVE / CLEAR

Description
Setup as shown.

Rebounders start 3m away and then move
in once the ball is fed in.

The coach feeds the ball into the goalkeeper
who attempts to save / clear the ball
avoiding the rebounders and the coach.

Increase intensity of the practice by moving
players closer to goalkeeper.

Coaching Points

When the rebounders are close the
goalkeeper needs to come and meet the
ball.

REACTION CONE

Description

Place some cones at random 5 meters away
from the goal.

Coach hits the balls from the top of the
circle.

Goal keeper has to save the shots and react
to the balls that get deflected by the cones.
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SAVE / CLEAR (LEFT FOOT - HOKOA)

Coaching Points

the kick is executed by the foot on the side
to which the GK is clearing

left foot, left side right foot, right side

GK steps forward towards the ball and
balances on the first foot (step left foot for
right side clear and right foot for left side
clear)

hips turn slightly towards the direction of
the kick

kick is made with the inside of the kicker
and contact by the foot is made with the
ball for as long as possible

head over the ball as kick is made

follow through with balance leg so that both
feet come together in the ready HOKOA
position

SAVE BEHIND

Description

Keeper starts between 2 cones approx 5m
away from the centre of the goal two
players stand either side with 3 balls each.

The first player roles the ball towards the
goal. GK has to try and save the ball get up
and back to between the 2 cones on
reaching them the second player rolls the
ball to the other side of the goal GK has to
try and save again and get back to the
cones.

Coaching Points

3 sets of 6 balls.

Vary the hight and pace of the ball.

SAVE CLEAR INTO THE GOAL

Description

Player is positioned outside the D with 18
balls

Keeper starts on the furthest cone away
from this player.

Player hits the ball between the line of
cones and the back line.

Goalkeeper has to save the ball into the goal
each time. After 6 saves on one cone move
the next cone to repeat .

Coaching Points

Keeper should go back to touch the cone
each time between each cross. (with nearest
foot)

Player hitting has to try and beat the GK by
hitting the ball past the far post.

Player can hit when the GK has touched the
cone.

Repeat the practice from the other side.
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SAVE CLEAR WITH REBOUNDERS

Description
Set up as shown.

Rebounders can be either players or
goalkeepers.

The feeder starts with the ball in the middle
of the goal and half-hits a shot at goal for
the goalkeeper to clear. The rebounders
attempt to intercept the ball and then play
on until either a goal is scored or the ball
leaves the circle.

Coaching Points

Ensure that the goalkeeper maintains a
good technique.

Encourage the goalkeeper to stay on their
feet as long as possible.

SHORT CORNER TECHNIQUE

Description

This is the final progression in the diving
technique. The goalkeeper starts on their
line and runs out 3 / 4 paces before
stopping. You then start diving across to
save the ball that the coach has thrown with
an underarm throw.

This technique can be used to develop the
necessary skills for diving at short corners
or 1 v 1 skills with attackers.

Coaching Points

Make sure that the GKs hips are the first
part of the body to touch the pitch.

Ensure that the hand / stick are close
together.

Make sure that the GKs vision is not
impaired by placing hands / stick in front of
eyes.

When landing try to land on your elbow and
stay balanced on it to allow for secondary
saves.

Kick legs out so they are stacked one on top
of the other to make a big barrier.

SLIDE OUT

Description

Goal keeper starts on the goal line.

Coach places a ball inside the circle. GK has
to run towards the ball and try to slide the
ball with pads or body out of the circle.

Coaching Points

Timing is very important the GK has to try
and slide through the ball.
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SPEEDY FEET

Description
Setup as shown.

Coach and goalkeeper about 1m apart.

Coach starts with some balls about 8m out.
The coach feeds the ball to the goalkeeper
who quickly kicks the ball into the goal. This
can be done on either foot or a mixture of
both feet.

If the goalkeeper finds it to hard, then move
further back to give them more reaction
time.

Coaching Points

Make sure that the goalkeeper stays on
their toes, with their weight forward.

TENNIS BALL CATCHING

Coaching Points

body stance should be with knees bent

head over knees over ankles

weight on balls of the feet

movement should be smooth, continuous
and a Â“chassey-likeÂ”, side stepping
motion around the goal circle ensuring that
feet do not cross over leading to being off
balanced. Faster movements and larger
steps can be used when running forwards

head over the ball in the kicking action

TOUCH THE CONE AND SAVE

Description

Coach stands at the top of the circle and
calls out a colour of a cone. Goal keeper has
to touch the cone and recover back to the
goal to try and save the shot.

Coach should give the GK a Change. (how
ever small)

Coaching Points

3 sets of 6 balls

Change the cones and angle if you want.
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TRIANGLE MOVEMENT DRILL

Description
Setup the practice as shown.

The space between the penalty spot and
the 1st cone should be 2m and the same
distance between the penalty spot cone and
the cone nearest the top of the circle.

The goalkeeper starts on the penalty spot
and on the command moves forwards to the
first cone before moving diagonally
backwards to cone 2 and then moves
sideways back to the penalty spot to kick
the ball into the goal.

Coaching Points

Keep facing forwards.

Ensure that the keeper stays on their toes -
weight forwards.


